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Collaboration for Revit is 
amazing. Our partners and 
consultants can access Revit 
projects as if they’re sitting 
 in our office, but without  
the security risk of accessing  
our internal network 
and without the cost of 
additional hardware or  
Revit software licenses.

— Jeff Cap
Director of IT 
Newman Architects

Building design collaboration
Newman Architects moves BIM to the  
cloud with Collaboration for Revit
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The firm
Newman Architects is a full service architectural 
and planning firm with offices in New Haven, 
Connecticut and Washington D.C. The firm 
undertakes a variety of projects, from historic 
building renovations to mixed-use urban planning, 
and particularly institutional projects such as 
schools, libraries, and sports facilities. Newman 
Architects uses Autodesk® Revit® as its primary 
design tool, as do most of the firm’s consultants 
and partners. The firm currently has approximately 
20 Revit users.

The challenges
The two offices, whose networks are connected 
using a virtual private network or VPN, sometimes 
work together on Revit projects—with the 
designers using ‘worksharing’ features of the Revit 
software that enable multiple team members to 
work at the same time on a shared, master building 
model known as the Revit central file. “As the 
model gets larger and larger, the time it takes to 
open, synchronize, and save work to the central 
file over our VPN can be frustrating,” says Jeff Cap, 
the firm’s IT director. “So we started to investigate 
network appliances that can speed performance 
across wide area networks.” But these network 
appliances can be expensive and require further 
investment to be expanded. In addition, joint 
venture projects with other architectural firms  
using Revit are becoming the norm for firms like 
 Newman Architects. These projects require shared 
access to a Revit central file by outside firms, which 
presents a challenge when designers cannot be 
co-located in one office. Workarounds to facilitate 
shared model access have included establishing a 
VPN connection between the design firms and 

the use of a virtual desktop for the Revit  
software. However, this set up requires  
additional hardware, more powerful graphics 
cards, increased bandwidth, and extra software 
licenses/subscriptions on the part of the firm 
hosting the Revit central file. “So beyond  
the access and security risks caused by this 
arrangement, the host company must  
shoulder a significant IT burden in terms  
of cost and support,” says Cap.

“What we really needed was a scalable  
solution that would not pose an undue load  
on our own IT resources, and would satisfy  
the financial constraints of management as  
well as the performance needs of our project,”  
says Leo Gonzales, an architect and the firm’s  
BIM manager.

The solution
In 2014, the firm began using Autodesk® 
A360 Collaboration for Revit®—a cloud-based 
subscription service that gives project teams 
centralized access to a Revit project file in the 
cloud. “Our jaws dropped when we first tested  
the service,” says Gonzales. “We could open or 
save our work to a Revit central file in the cloud  
in virtually the same amount of time as it does  
on our local area network.”

“Collaboration for Revit is amazing,” says Cap.  
“Our partners and consultants can access Revit 
projects as if they’re sitting in our office, but 
without the security risk of accessing our internal 
network and without the cost of additional 
hardware or Revit software licenses.”
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Immediate time savings
The firm’s first use of Collaboration for Revit is 
on a joint venture project for the design of an 
elementary school in Baltimore, Maryland—
pairing Newman Architecture’s experience in 
designing schools with a Baltimore architect’s 
local presence. The Revit central file for this 
project is approximately 150 mbytes. Before 
using Collaboration for Revit, project team 
members outside of the firm’s New Haven 
office would only have been able to work on the 
project model using VPN and virtual desktops, 
and it took those users anywhere from two 
to five minutes to open or save their work to 
the Revit central file. In addition, whenever 
someone working on a virtual workstation 
‘saved to central’, the Revit sessions of the 
users inside the New Haven office would 
essentially freeze for a few minutes. “All those 
delays quickly add up,” says Gonzales. “By 
implementing Collaboration for Revit, I  
estimate we’re saving approximately two  
hours a day on this project.”

Flexible, affordable, and scalable
“Collaboration for Revit makes the process of 
setting up and sharing Revit files with remote 
employees and outside consultants extremely 
simple,” says Cap. “And it’s completely scalable, 
so we can add or subtract users whenever we 
need to.” With the software’s subscription 
licensing, Newman Architects can equip users 
with Collaboration for Revit on a monthly, 
quarterly, or yearly basis, so whether a project 
lasts for a few months or several years, the  
firm pays only for the access it needs for as  
long as it needs it. 

“Sometimes we have a project that suddenly 
starts up after a long delay, and we need to 
quickly get people working on the project 
again,” says Cap. “That situation is especially 
difficult to handle if designers from other firms 
are involved. It may require tens of thousands of 
dollars in new hardware and additional software 
licenses, and several months to organize. 
Collaboration for Revit enables us to add 
additional staff to the project in just a few days, 
with no extra hardware or IT involvement.”

In addition, Newman Architect staff who work 
remotely can work seamlessly on a Revit project 
regardless of their location. “Collaboration 
for Revit provides us greater flexibility,” says 
Gonzales. “If they’re on the road, at a job site, 
or just working from home, our users can access 
their Revit projects as if they’re sitting in one 
of our offices.” And if an office needs to bring 
on additional staff to accommodate new Revit 
projects, Collaboration for Revit can alleviate  
the need to acquire additional office space  
by providing anywhere-access to the Revit 
central file.

The result
“From an IT point-of-view, Collaboration for 
Revit offers outstanding value,” says Cap. “We 
don’t have to purchase additional hardware 
or spend time on hardware installation and 
management.” In fact, the firm expects that 
eventually most of its Revit project files—
particularly projects shared between offices 
and definitely project shared with joint venture 
partners and consultants—will be moved to  
the cloud. 

“Seamless information sharing between joint 
ventures and project partners is the future 
of doing business,” says Gonzales. “And 
Collaboration for Revit gives us that future…
today.” 

For more information, visit  
www.autodesk.com/products/
collaboration-for-revit 

Seamless information sharing 
between joint ventures and 
project partners is the future 
of doing business. And 
Collaboration for Revit gives us 
that future…today.

— Leo Gonzales
Architect and BIM Manager
Newman Architects


